Abstract. The signal must be bandlimited in its reconstructing by using the Whittaker-Shannon series,the request is too high.The paper constructs a kind of new series instead of the Whittaker-Shannon series, for a given signal,using the new series and its samples to reconstruct the signal,through this method the request of the signal can be lowered, at the same time the aliasing error estimation is given.
Introduction
In information theory, the fundamental of sampling theorem is actually the interpolation problem using exponential functions. Sampling theorem is the theoretical foundation of pulse-code modulation (PCM) of our age. And it is also one of elementary tools of signal processing, and has been researched for a long time as an active research topic internationally. Since Shannon sampling theorem was published in 1949, it has been given the high attention. Assuming that the signal is with limited bandwidth, it can be reconstructed by Whittaker-Shannon series as ，it holds on the condition that f must be a limited bandwidth signal. In order to relax such a condition on f which may not conform to the restriction, we propose a new series to replace Whittaker-Shannon series in the paper to reconstruct sampling signal cooperating
.This proposal could easy the restrictions on the reconstructed signal. Moreover, it could give the precise rank of aliasing error. It is a breakthrough in the reconstruction of sampling signals. It may get a splendid perspective of information and mathematics. We assume that
is the space of measurable functions，where R is the set of real numbers.
is the subspace of ) (R B which consists of the set of functions  U which subject to
represents the entie function with the exponential  （ C is the complex plane,
In fact, Whittaker-Shannon series is the same as Lagrange interpolation operator, i.e.
However, this operator of interpolation doesn't always uniformly converge to the Joint International Mechanical, Electronic and Information Technology Conference (JIMET 2015) function for interpolation purpose. To overcome the shortcoming of the Lagrange interpolation operator, there are a lot of improvements of Lagrange interpolator.In 1930, at the National Conference of Math. of U.S.S.R. in Kharkov, S.N.Bernstein put forward for improving the convergence of interpolation operator, we can abandon the condition of interpolate and keep the simple construct. Naturally,what will be interesting in is how to construct the interpolation polynomial satisfying S.N.Bernstein's requirement as above so that its convergence order is the best. In 1987 a new interpolation operator is constructed by F.Pinter：
Obtain the interpolation operator:
Moreover, the next statements holds true:
THEOREM A：If f is uniformly continuous and bounded , then
The paper is inspired by previous work ，re-average the Whittaker-Shannon series, get a new kind Whittaker-Shannon series： ，at the same time, the aliasing error estimation is given1.
，is the fundamental function of Whittaker-Shannon, the combination series of
Before giving the improved sample theorem ,we introduced the lemma LEMMA 1 The following estimations are valid 
, for the exponential type entire function coincide with its interpolation polynomials, thus:
) (x F represents entire function with the exponential type  satisfies:
for the exponential type entire function coincide with its interpolation polynomials:
C from formula (2) and lemma 1 
Conclusion
The signal should be subject to limited bandwidth, if it is reconstructed from sampling signal by using Whittaker-Shannon series. In the paper, we propose a new Whittaker-Shannon series ( ; , ), H f r x  , which could easy the restriction of reconstruction of signal, i.e., the signal is just subject to infinite derivations. In addition, the aliasing error between original signal and reconstructed one can be determined accurately. The rank of aliasing error equals j if the signal has the j-th derivation. As a extension of the proposal, any signal could be reconstructed if only it's continuous
